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Description

Background of the invention

The present invention relates to Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) imaging and, more particularly, to novel pulse sequences for the generation of quantum coherence of other than the first order, to suppress response signal generation by the resonance of at least one undesired nuclear species present in the sample being investigated.

It is well known that, due to its relatively great natural abundance and high gyromagnetic ratio (about 42.58 MHz/T°), the most readily observed species of nuclei is 1H. It is also well known that biological material contains a large amount of 1H nuclei, most of which are contained in water (H$_2$O) molecules. Accordingly, it is by far easier to measure the amount, and the associated constants $T_1$ and $T_2$, of 1H nuclei in water molecules than it is to measure the amount, and/or constants $T_1$ and $T_2$, of any other 1H-containing nuclear species. While it is often desirable to observe these other species, which typically yield information as to the presence and relative naturally-occurring concentration of many metabolites in areas/organ of interest, it is usually difficult to so observe these other nuclear species in practice. The modern NMR imager and/or spectrometer has the capability to be tuned to the NMR response signals radiated by the other species, but the intense, wide spectral range radiated by the H$_2$O molecules in that same biological sample, renders the other species NMR response signal unobservable. Thus, it is highly desirable to provide a procedure by which the NMR response signal from an undesired nuclear species, such as the 1H NMR response signal from the water molecule, can be selectively eliminated to render more easily observable the NMR response signals of other species, and especially those NMR response signals of other species of the same type of nucleus.

Prior art

Suppression of the water response signal in NMR spectra has been one area of great activity in the past several years. The majority of available water-suppression techniques, to date, can be partitioned into two categories: in the first category, excitation of the water molecule resonance is avoided, to greater or lesser extent, by one of selective-excitation or cross-correlation methods; in the second category, the resonance is excited and an attempt to eliminate the water molecule response signals is made at the time at which acquisition of the NMR response signals from the desired species is supposed to occur. The elimination attempt is usually made either by (1) the selective saturation of the H$_2$O resonance, or (2) the inversion of the H$_2$O resonance and subsequent passage of sufficient time (e.g. 0.693 · $T_1$) for the NMR response signal of the undesired resonance to evolve to be at an essentially zero amplitude during data acquisition. A review of existing water suppression techniques for high-resolution spectroscopy may be found in an article “Solvent Suppression in Fourier Transform Nuclear Magnetic Resonance” by P. J. Hore, in 55 J. Magn. Reson. 283 (1993). These methods do not, in practice, provide total suppression and, to the detriment of the experiment-in-progress, frequently distort the spectrum of the NMR response signal in the region of the water resonances. Also, since all of these methods (with the exception of $T_1$ nulling techniques) discriminate against the chemical-shift of the water resonances, these methods are not especially useful in achieving suppression of H$_2$O NMR response signals in NMR images. Another example of prior art methods is disclosed in US—A—4238735.

Brief summary of the invention

In accordance with the invention, a method for suppressing undesired NMR response signals while obtaining desired NMR signals from a sample containing like nuclei which are coupled to one another, comprises the step of preceding each NMR response-signal-evoking excitation signal sequence with a pulse sequence having radio-frequency (RF) pulses, each of phase predeterminedly selected for generating at least one selected one of zero-quantum and multiple-quantum coherence of the spin populations in an NMR spin system. Any spin resonance, such as the 1H resonance of water, which is not coupled to another spin resonance, will not exhibit zero/multiple quantum behavior and, therefore, will be given a different intensity and phase by the zero/multiple-quantum subsequence. The multiple/ zero-quantum coherence, while not directly observable, can be observed responsive to a detection pulse applied to the sample after the zero/multiple quantum coherence subsequence. The phases of the detection pulses signal and the received signal are so manipulated as to cause a single-quantum-coherence signal to be cancelled and to cause constructive addition of a signal with the selected one of the zero-quantum coherence or the multiple-quantum coherence. Thus, NMR response signals having non-single-quantum behavior are selectively detected, while single-quantum signals, such as arise from H$_2$O, are suppressed. Enhancement of this desired suppression may be obtained by utilizing the zero-quantum/multiple-quantum excitation subsequence with either (1) a chemically-selective saturation pulse signal applied to the undesired, e.g. water, resonance, or (2) an inversion pulse signal, followed by a delay time interval predeterminedly selected to situate the undesired nuclear species at its $T_1$ response null (i.e., the delay time is equal to 0.693 · $T_1$ for the undesired hydrogen nuclei in water). Similarly, other presaturation and/or selective-excitation techniques can be combined with my novel non-single-quantum coherence generating subsequence to even further enhance its effectiveness in the acquisition of both images and spectra.

Accordingly, it is one object of the present invention to provide a method for suppression of undesired
NMR response signals from nuclear species having a single-quantum coherence and for enhancing the NMR response signals from nuclear species having one of zero-quantum or multiple-quantum coherence.

This and other objects of the present invention will become apparent to those skilled in the art, upon consideration of the following detailed description of the invention, when read in conjunction with the drawings.

Brief description of the drawings

Figures 1a and 1b are, respectively, a spin-state diagram for a non-coupled spin-1 nucleus, and an amplitude graph, in the frequency domain, for the NMR response characteristic of that spin;

Figures 2a and 2b are, respectively, a spin-state diagram for a pair of coupled spin-1 nuclei, and an amplitude graph, in the frequency domain, for the NMR response characteristic of that spin pair;

Figures 3a and 3b are, respectively, a spin-state diagram for four spin-1 nuclei in an AB2 spin system, and an amplitude graph, in the frequency domain, for the NMR response characteristic of that AB2 spin system;

Figure 4 is a set of time-coordinated signal waveforms for the magnetic field gradients, the radio-frequency excitation and the data acquisition and gating signals in exemplary present-preferred embodiments of the non-single-quantum coherence generating subsequence of the present invention, and of a spin-warp signal imaging sequence used therewith;

Figures 4a—4f are a set of spin-density matrices, illustrating the state of an AB spin system at selected times in the subsequence of Figure 4;

Figure 4g is a frequency-domain amplitude graph of the expected response from the spin-density matrix of Figure 4b;

Figures 5a and 5b are diagrams illustrating the respective amount of double-quantum and single-quantum coherent signals obtained for the excitation subsequence of Figure 4, for an AB spin system and with various error magnitudes of flip angle of the first and second 90° RF pulse signals;

Figures 6a and 6b are diagrams illustrating the respective amount of zero-quantum/double-quantum and single-quantum coherent signals for the same excitation subsequence, modified for a 90° change in the phase of the second RF pulse signal;

Figures 7a and 7b are photographs of NMR images generated of phantom objects having high percentages of different species of the same nuclei, and illustrating the relative visually-differential characteristics provided by my novel methods for multiple-quantum filtering; and

Figure 7c is a photograph of a pair of transverse images taken through the forarm of a volunteer subject, illustrating the ability of my invention to remove the response from tissue having a high content of an undesired nuclear species with a single-quantum coherence, to accenturate the response for a desired nuclear species having a multiple-quantum coherence.

Detailed description of presently preferred embodiments

In order to more fully appreciate my novel methods of suppression of undesired NMR resonance response signals, a somewhat abbreviated explanation of several factors governing the spectral characteristics of NMR response signals will be initially described.

Referring first to Figures 1a and 1b, in the simplest case a molecule has a single hydrogen atom with the single proton in the nucleus thereof having a spin of one-half. This spin-1/2 nucleus is isolated from, i.e. non-coupled to, all other nuclei. When placed in a magnetic field, there are only two energy states in which the nucleus can be found, e.g. a spin-down, or (−), state (condition 1) illustrated by a first energy level 10-1 in a state system 10, or a spin-up, or (+), state (condition 2) illustrated by a second energy level 10-2. Only one possible quantum transition 11, between levels 10-1 and 10-2, exists. The stimulation energy E needed to raise a nucleus from the lower-energy level 10-2 to the higher-energy level 10-1 is the same magnitude as the energy E released when that nucleus falls from the higher-energy level 10-1 to the lower-energy level 10-2, and is a fixed quantity E=h-v, where h is Planck's constant and v is the frequency ν1 of the single energy quantum involved. Because the transition has a net magnetization of ±1, it is referred to as a single-quantum transition. Single-quantum transitions are the only transitions which are presently directly observable in an NMR image. The two protons in H2O are identical, so that the two pair of energy levels thereof align themselves such that only the one allowable transition 11 appears and results in a single spectral line 12a in the frequency spectrum 12 of the electromagnetic energy involved in the transition. It will be seen that any effect causing a frequency-shift in the output spectra 12 of these nuclei will not be obscured by other spectral lines, as no other line exists in spectrum 12.

Referring next to Figures 2a and 2b, in a more complex system, a molecule (such as that of a lipid or the like material) has a pair of like atoms with the nuclei thereof coupled to one another; therefore, each nucleus is not isolated from all other nuclei. For simplicity of explanation, each of the nuclei will be considered to have a spin of one-half. There are only two energy states (E) in which each of the (N=2) nuclei can be found, so that the combination of the pair of coupled nuclei can be in only one of N×E=2×2=4 possible conditions, at any time: both nuclei can be in the spin-down state (condition 1) illustrated by a first energy level 10-1 in a state system 10; a first nucleus can be in the spin-up (+) state while the second nucleus is in the spin-down (−) state (condition 2) illustrated by a second energy level 10-2; the second nucleus can be in the spin-up (+) state while the first nucleus is in the spin-down (−) state (condition 3).
illustrated by a third energy level $10^{-3}$; or both nuclei can be in the spin-up (+) state (condition 4) illustrated by a fourth energy level $10^{-4}$. A total of six possible transitions now exist. Consider first the four possible single transitions: a first single transition $11^{-1}$ (e.g., between levels $10^{-1}$ and $10^{-3}$) involves only the second nucleus, with the first nucleus in the spin-down (−) state, and is characterized by an energy difference $A$, to which a first spectral line 14a corresponds in the resonance spectrum 14. A single transition $11^{-2}$ of the same second nucleus with the first nucleus now in the spin-up (+) state (e.g., between levels $10^{-2}$ and $10^{-4}$), is characterized by an energy difference $A'$, to which a second spectral line 14b corresponds. If the first nucleus is the sole nucleus to change state, a different pair of transitions occurs; thus, a single transition $11^{-3}$ of only the first nucleus (e.g., between levels $10^{-1}$ and $10^{-2}$), with the second nucleus in the spin-down (−) state, is characterized by an energy difference $B$, to which a third spectral line 14c corresponds in the resonance spectrum 14. A single transition $11^{-4}$ of the same first nucleus with the second nucleus now in the spin-up (+) state (e.g., between levels $10^{-3}$ and $10^{-4}$), is characterized by an energy difference $B'$, to which a fourth spectral line 14d corresponds. Thus, the doublet of transitions $11^{-1}$ and $11^{-2}$ arises from the same (second) spin, which, due to splitting effects of the coupled (first) spin, will generate a pair of frequency-spectra response lines 14a and 14b displaced about a center frequency $F_2$ (the single resonance frequency obtained from the single transition obtained from the second nucleus in the absence of coupled-spin splitting effects), and having a frequency separation $\Delta F_2$ which is determined by the magnitude of the spin-spin coupling constant $J$ and will be substantially symmetrical about the $F_2$ frequency.

Similarly, the doublet of transitions $11^{-3}$ and $11^{-4}$ arises from the same (first) spin, which, due to splitting effects of the coupled (second) spin, will generate a pair of frequency-spectra response lines 14c and 14d displaced about a center frequency $F_1$ (the single resonance frequency obtained from the single transition of the first nucleus in the absence of coupled-spin splitting effects), and having a frequency separation $\Delta F_1$ which is again determined by the magnitude of the coupling constant $J$ and will be substantially symmetrical about the $F_1$ frequency. These are the only transitions which are presently directly observable in an NMR image.

There are two additional transitions which can occur; these transitions requires that the spins of both nuclei simultaneously flip. The correlation between different states of spin magnetization is known as a coherence; unlike the single-quantum coherences generated by a single flip of a single nucleus; simultaneous changes in spin of a plurality of nuclei lead to a non-single-quantum coherences, i.e., a net magnetization change of $O$ (referred to as a zero-quantum coherence) or a net magnetization change of ±$M$ units, where $M$ is an integer greater than one (referred to as a multiple-quantum coherence). If each of the pair of nuclei had a spin direction opposite to the spin direction of the other nuclei prior to the double-flip event (e.g., the first nucleus is in the spin-down (−) state and the second nucleus is in the spin-up (+) state, as at condition 10^{-3}) and each has a different spin direction which is still opposite to that of the other nucleus after the double-flip event (e.g., the first nucleus is now in the spin-up (+) state, and the second nucleus is in the spin-down (−) state, as at condition 10^{-2}), then a zero-order quantum coherence is generated by the fifth possible transition $11^{-5}$. The zero-quantum transition energy corresponds not to the difference in Larmor frequencies of the involved nuclei, but to the difference in chemical shifts (i.e., the peak offset frequency of the response signal, with respect to the excitation signal frequency). The zero-quantum transition is particularly useful as line broadening effects (due to field inhomogeneities and the like) are cancelled; the line width of zero-quantum transitions is thus determined by the $T_2$ time constant, rather than by $T_1$. If each of the pair of nuclei had a spin direction identical to the spin direction of the other nucleus prior to the double-flip event (e.g., the first and second nucleus are both in the spin-down state, as at condition 10^{-1}) and each has a different spin direction which is still opposite to that of the other nucleus after the double-flip event (e.g., the first and second nuclei are both in the spin-up state, as at condition 10^{-4}), then a second-order quantum coherence is generated by this sixth possible transition $11^{-6}$. The double-quantum transition energy corresponds not to the sum of Larmor frequencies of the pair of nuclei involved, but to the sum of the involved chemical shifts relative to the exact excitation transmitter frequency. These zero-order and multiple-order quantum coherences thus generate relatively low frequency response signals, which (unlike the single-quantum transitions which generate magnetizations in the transverse plane of the spin system) are not presently directly observable. A system having $N$ nuclei can have a maximum $N$-order coherence; no coherence higher than second-order can be present in this two-nucleus system.

Referring now to Figures 3a and 3b, an even more complex molecule (such as a simple organic substance, e.g., lactic acid) may have a fairly large number of atoms in each molecule. By way of example only, consider the simplified spin-density matrix for a molecule having four coupled atoms and of the form $AB_3$, i.e., with one atom A and three homo-nuclear atoms B:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
A & B & B & B \\
B & A & B & B \\
B & B & A & B \\
B & B & B & A \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]
Magnetization state:  

S: M₁=+3/2, M₂=+1/2:  
  — : 1e : 2 : 3 : 1a : 2 : 3 : 4 :  

T: M₁=+1/2, M₂=+1/2:  
  : — : 1e : 2 : 0 : 1b : 2 : 3 :  

U: M₁=−1/2, M₂=+1/2:  
  : — : — : 1e : 1* : 0 : 1c : 2 :  

V: M₁=−3/2, M₂=+1/2:  
  : — : — : — : 2 : 1* : 0 : 1d :  

W: M₁=+3/2, M₂=−1/2:  
  : — : — : — : 1f : 2 : 3 :  

X: M₁=+1/2, M₂=−1/2:  
  : — : — : — : 1f : 2 :  

Y: M₁=−1/2, M₂=−1/2:  
  : — : — : — : — : 1f :  

Z: M₁=−3/2, M₂=−1/2:  

where spin density states 0 represent the zero-quantum coherences; states 1e—1f represent six different simple single-quantum coherences; states 1* represent combinational single-quantum coherences; and states 2, 3 and 4 respectively represent the double-, triple- and quadruple-quantum coherences. As shown in an alternate manner in Figure 3a, the four nuclei will generate a total of N×E=4×2=8 energy levels 10⁻¹⁻¹ through 10⁻¹⁻³, in energy-level diagram 10⁻¹, but will have a total of twenty-eight possible transitions! This transition total includes: a quartet of simple single-quantum transitions for the A nucleus (i.e., transitions 11⁻¹⁻¹ through 11⁻¹⁻⁴); a trio of single-quantum transitions 11⁻¹⁻⁵ through 11⁻¹⁻⁷ for each of the B nuclei, with a first spin-state of the A nucleus, and a trio of single-quantum transitions 11⁻¹⁻⁸ through 11⁻¹⁻¹⁰, for each of the B nuclei for the spin state of the A nucleus; a trio of zero-quantum coherence generating transitions 11⁻¹⁻¹¹ through 11⁻¹⁻¹³, involving simultaneous flips, in opposite directions, of the A nucleus and a different one of the three B nuclei; a pair of single-quantum combinations 15⁻¹⁻¹ and 15⁻¹⁻₂, each having a plurality of spin flips which result in a net single-quantum transition; two pairs of double-quantum coherence generating transitions, including a first pair 16⁻¹⁻¹a and 16⁻¹⁻¹b (which occur for the first A nucleus spin-state) and a second pair 16⁻¹⁻¹c and 16⁻¹⁻¹d (which occur for the other spin-state of the A nucleus); four combinational double-quantum transitions 16⁻¹⁻¹e through 16⁻¹⁻¹h; four triple-quantum coherence generating transitions 16⁻¹⁻²a through 16⁻¹⁻²d; and (as the highest order is equal to the number N=4 of involved nuclei) a quadruple-quantum coherence generating transition 16⁻¹⁻³. Only the normal single-quantum coherence generating transitions provide response spectrum signal portions which can be directly obtained and utilized for NMR imaging and/or spectroscopy. Thus, the four single transitions 11⁻¹⁻¹ through 11⁻¹⁻⁴ provide a tetrad of resonance spectral lines 18a—18d, centered around the non-coupled resonance frequency Fₐ of the A nucleus, and having frequency separations (typically less than 1000 Hz. for protons) which are multiples of the coupling constant J. Each trio of nuclei B transitions 11⁻¹⁻⁵ through 11⁻¹⁻⁷ or 11⁻¹⁻⁸ through 11⁻¹⁻¹⁰ establishes one of the dual resonance spectral lines 19a and 19b (which are actually triple-degenerate resonances), centered around the resonance frequency Fₐ of the B nuclei, and also having a frequency separation related to the constant J of the spin-spin coupling between different nuclei. Because the spatial coupling arrangements between the various nuclei determine the magnitude of the energy differences establishing the non-single-quantum coherences, it is desirable to obtain response data from at least one of the remaining coherences, so as to avoid the previously discussed problems due to the exceptionally strong single-quantum coherences due to large quantities of water and like matter in biological samples under investigation.

Referring now to Figure 4, one presently preferable set of signal waveforms for obtaining non-single-quantum coherence responses is illustrated for a Nuclear Magnetic Resonance system in which a set of three mutually-orthogonal magnetic field gradients Gₓ, Gᵧ, and Gₔ (along the respective X, Y and Z axes of a Cartesian-coordinate NMR imaging/spectroscopy system as known to the art) are generated; also shown are the amplitude characteristics of the radio-frequency (RF) signals utilized along with the magnetic field gradients to excite the nuclei of matter lying in a defined sample slice. These signals not only stimulate the non-single-quantum coherences to provide a response signal, but also convert the response signal into a quasi-single-quantum form (as the true single-quantum signals are themselves converted to self-cancelling form) for reception at the RF spectrometer receiver of the NMR system. The novel methods of my invention use a zero-quantum/multiple-quantum signal subsequence 20, prior to any of a large group of response-signal-evoking NMR sequence 22 (such as a standard spin-warp excitation sequence, as illustrated, and the like) as known to the art.

In accordance with one principle of the present invention, subsequence 20 provides conditions necessary for the spin magnetization to change phase sinusoidally at a rate determined by the non-single-quantum transition frequency; the instantaneous phase of the desired non-single-quantum coherence is then converted by a detection pulse. The illustrated subsequence embodiment commences, at a time t₁p, with the leading edge 25a of a first RF signal 25; this signal is a π/2, or 90°, signal pulse. The sample is
irradiated by the pulses RF signal 25 with all three magnetic field gradients having substantially zero amplitude. The RF pulse signal has a substantially square envelope and a phase $\phi_T$ selectively established at one of a plurality of phases, with respect to a reference phase; one apparatus in which the phase of a RF signal can be selected was described and claimed in co-pending application Serial No. 779,338, filed on September 23, 1985 (US—A—4736328), assigned to the assignee of the present application. Pulse signal 25 returns to a substantially zero amplitude with a trailing edge 25b at time $t_T$. A second RF signal pulse 27 has a leading edge 27a which occurs at a later time $t_T$; this signal pulse 27 is a r, or 180°, signal pulse. This spin-inversion RF pulse signal also has a substantially square envelope and is provided at a phase $\phi_T$, which is an independently selected one of the plurality of available phases. The second RF signal pulse ends with a trailing edge 27b at time $t_T$. The second RF pulse signal 27 is provided with timing such that the temporal midpoint 27c of this signal is at the end of a first sequence time interval, having a duration $T$, which commences at substantially at the temporal midpoint 25c of the first RF signal pulse. The duration $T$ of the sequence time interval is established to be proportional to the reciprocal of the spectral line frequency difference $J$, i.e., $T = N/(4J)$, where $N = 1, 3, 5, \ldots$; for $N = 1$, a coupling constant J range of about 10—1000 Hz, illustratively results in a range of about 0.25—25 milliseconds for time interval $T$. The actual duration of the time interval $T$ is not particularly critical because, as was previously mentioned, the amount of multiple-quantum coherence (in the absence of any spin relaxation) varies sinusoidally as a function of $T$ (e.g., where the amount MQC(t) of the non-single quantum coherence is given by MQC(t) = $A \cos(\omega t)$, wherein $t$ is the elapsed time from the establishment of the non-single-quantum coherence and $\omega$ is the sum, for multiple quantum transitions, or the difference, for zero-quantum transitions, of the resonance offset frequencies (rather than the Larmor frequencies), and is at a maximum when $T = (2L+1)/4J$, where $L$ is a positive integer (including zero). A third RF signal 29 has a leading edge 29a occurring at a time $t_T$; this signal is a RF signal pulse which may, but need not, have some additional phase shift $\theta$ relative to the phase of pulse 25 and which has a duration selected to be a multiple K of $\pi/4$, i.e., to impart a nuclear rotational effect of $-45^\circ$. This RF signal pulse, with a substantially square envelope, has a trailing edge 29b at a later time $t_T$. In the illustrated subsequence embodiment, K = 2 and pulse signal 23 is a 90° RF pulse. The temporal midpoint 29c of this third RF signal pulse is selected to occur essentially at the end of the same time interval $T$, after the center 27c of the second pulse, as the time interval $T$ present between pulse time centers 25c and 27c. It should be understood that the non-single-quantum coherences could have been excited by a subsequence comprised only of 90° pulses 25 and 29, separated by $T = 1/4J$, but at a decreased efficiency, due to the degree of resonance offset; the addition of the $\pi$ signal pulse 27 removes this dependency. Pulses 25, 27 and 29 thus serve to excite the non-single-quantum coherences, but the subsequent spin-warp sequence 22 can only operate upon single-quantum coherence type signals. A process to convert non-single-quantum coherence type signals to single-quantum coherence type signals must be present.

An application of a spin-vector model, to this $\pi/2 - T - \pi - T - \pi/2$ pulse subsequence, would predict that an spin-echo response signal would be generated and all spin magnetizations would be placed in an inverted condition by the second $\pi/2$ RF pulse signal; this result is only true for uncoupled spins, such as those of $^1\text{H}$ nuclei in $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ and the like. Different behavior is exhibited by coupled spins; for example, echo formation does not occur responsive solely to this subsequence. Moreover, ordinary spin-vector models will not adequately predict the behavior of spin-coupled nuclei; a time-wise analysis must be made by subjecting an original spin-density matrix to the appropriate rotational operators and scalar multipliers, to obtain the various spin-density matrices $\mathbf{c}(t)$, as illustrated in Figures 4a—4f for a relatively simple AB spin system, similar to that discussed in Figures 2a and 2b. The respective density matrices $\mathbf{c}(t)$ $\mathbf{c}(t)$ is a $(m+n+1) \times (m+n+1)$ matrix, having $(m+1)(n+1)$ elements per side, where $m$ and $n$ are the order subscripts for the $\text{A}_m\text{B}_n$ system, and where each of the $(m+n+1)$ elements contains the correlation between one possible pair of initial and final system energy states. At the start of subsequence 20 at time $t_T$, as shown in the first spin-density matrix $\mathbf{c}(t)$, the nuclear spins are at equilibrium and coherences do not exist. All off-diagonal elements of the spin-density matrix are zero and the only non-zero on-diagonal elements are at positions $[1,1]$ and $[4,4]$, with oppositely directed spins, e.g., in the horizontal direction. Responsive to the first $\pi/2$ pulse 25, illustratively having a phase of 0°, application of the appropriate rotational operator to matrix $\mathbf{c}(t)$ results in the matrix $\mathbf{c}(t)$, and illustrates that coherences have been generated in all of the single-quantum matrix elements, i.e., elements $[1,2], [1,3], [2,1], [2,2], [3,1], [3,4], [4,2]$ and $[4,3]$, the potential double-quantum elements $[1,4]$ and $[4,1]$ are still unactivated. Responsive to the pulse, all of the coherences must correspond to magnetization along the Y axis, i.e., in the vertical direction, so that the spins to the right of the matrix diagonal are upwardly directed, and their image spins, to the left of the diagonal, all are downwardly directed. The response signals comprise the pair of doublets shown in Figure 4a (a first doublet A of signals 33a and 34b corresponding to the single-quantum coherences a and b, respectively, and a second doublet B of signals 33c and 34c corresponding to the single-quantum coherences c and d, respectively). After evolution for the time interval $T = 1/4J$, the spin-density matrix $\mathbf{c}(t)$ is obtained at time $t_T$. The phase of each of the various coherences has changed; its absolute phase is a function of its frequency offset. The relative phase difference between the components of each doublet A and B (Figure 4a) remains at 90°, due to the J spacing between the resonances. The 180° pulse signal 27 rotates the spin phases to those shown in the spin matrix $\mathbf{c}(t)$ of Figure 4d, and the evolution thereof in the following time interval $T$ brings the coherences to the X-axis spin magnetizations of the $\mathbf{c}(t)$ matrix of Figure 4e. However,
each coherence, corresponding to one of the peaks of a doublet, has a polarity opposite to that of the polarity of the other doublet coherence (which may be considered analogous to anti-phase magnetization in a spin-vector model); the second 90° pulse signal 31 provides a rotational operator which results in the spin-density matrix $C(t)$ of Figure 4f. The pair of components (e.g., spin elements 36a and 36c, or spin elements 36b and 36d) of each single-quantum coherence doublet can now be manipulated, due to their phase rotation in opposite directions, to eventually substantially cancel one another. However, total double-quantum coherence 38 is now generated, and, because of the presence of the m signal pulse 29, has an amplitude which is substantially independent of the amount of resonance offset.

In accordance with another principle of the present invention, the non-single-quantum coherence signals, present after the cessation of the third subsequence pulse 23, are converted to single-quantum coherence-like detectable signals by application of a detection RF signal pulse 31 to the sample under investigation. This pulse serves to align non-single-quantum signals both into the reception plane (e.g., the X—Y transverse plane) and into phase with one another, while setting the phases of single-quantum coherence generated signals into opposition with one another. In a series of subsequence/sequence interrogations of the sample, with the subsequence pulse signal phases being manipulated in a predetermined manner (typically having 2$^p$ repetitions, where $p$ is an integer greater than zero), a particular order of the non-single-quantum signals can be made to add constructively, while the single-quantum signals can be made to exhibit cancellation therewith. The degree of cancellation of single-quantum coherence generated signals generally increases for a phase program having an increased number of phase combinations, although an increased repetition program requires increased time for completion.

One detection pulse 31 useful in such a multiple-step phase program is the illustrated pulse, which may also have a substantially square envelope, commencing with a leading edge 31a and having a trailing edge 31b thereafter at a time sufficient to cause pulse 31 to be a 180°, or m, pulse. The detection pulse temporal centerpoint 31c occurs at a selected detection time time interval $T_d$ after the temporal center 23c of the third subsequence pulse.

While detection pulse 31 may be the slice-selective RF pulse signal at the start of the standard spin-warp imaging sequence, a more general experiment may use a spin warp imaging sequence 22 which commences at a start time $t_s$ after the completion of the detection pulse 31. A Y-axis magnetic field gradient $G_Y$ signal 40, with the required one of a multiplicity of amplitudes, and a X-axis magnetic field gradient $G_X$ signal 42, with its required amplitude, define the phase-encoded “stripe” of the sample to be imaged. The subsequent 180° RF pulse signal 44 appears with a Z-axis magnetic field gradient $G_Z$ signal portion pulse 46a, and selects a transverse slice of the sample to be imaged; the sinc-modulated RF pulse serves to relatively sharply define the slice top and bottom edges. A $G_Z$ rephasing portion pulse 46b may be used in the spin-warp sequence, in known manner; this signal may be quite helpful, in that the non-single-quantum coherence signals, having been converted to single-quantum-like signals by detection pulse 31, can exhibit all of the same effects, including dephasing. The timing between pulse 31 and the subsequent slice-selection pulse 44 is such that this time interval, which is $(n-1)T$, is sufficient to have a total magnetization rotation of $(1/2J)$ cycle greater than an integer number of cycles, i.e., nT=q+(1/2J) cycles, where q is an integer, so that proper phase is restored to each frequency spectra multiplet, prior to response signal acquisition. Thus, the multiplet spins, which were in alternating phase, and therefore pointing in opposite directions, experience a delay 1/2J sufficient to allow attainment of the same phase. Therefore, the resulting spin-echo response signal 50 will be centered about a time $t_s$ which occurs the same time interval $nT$ after the selection pulse center time $t_s$. The receiver of the NMR spectrometer is therefore advantageously so gated as to accept sample response signals 50 only during a temporal window centered on response interval center time $t_s$. The phase of the received response signal is shifted in the receiver, using apparatus such as was described in the aforementioned co-pending application, by an amount determined by that of the multiple-step phase cycling programs being then utilized to realize cancellation of the single-quantum response signals and reception of the non-single-quantum response signals. A repetition time interval $T_R$ occurs between the start of a present one of the 2$^p$ phase-cycled repetitions of the non-single-quantum 20 and imaging sequence 22, and the next one of these repetitions.

The simplest class of the 2$^p$-step phase-cycling programs is the two-step program set for $p=1$, one example might be:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step number</th>
<th>$\Phi_{26}$</th>
<th>$\Phi_{27}$</th>
<th>$\Phi_{29}$</th>
<th>$\Phi_{31}$</th>
<th>$\Phi_r$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where all angles $\Phi$ are in degrees, and $\Phi_r$ is the phase change introduced, in the receiver, to the received response signals. Note that the phase ($\Phi_r$) of the detection pulse need not be shifted in this sequence. There are many possible programs for realizing a higher degree of single-quantum coherence signal cancellation. One useful $p=2$ four-step phase-cycling program, where all angles $\Phi$ are again in degrees, is:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step number</th>
<th>( \Phi_{25} )</th>
<th>( \Phi_{27} )</th>
<th>( \Phi_{29} )</th>
<th>( \Phi_{31} )</th>
<th>( \Phi_i )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>+90</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>+90</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many other phase-cycling programs exist; the number increases as the order parameter \( p \) is increased. While many such programs exist, one illustrative phase-cycling program for \( (p=4) \), with \( 2^{4+4}=16 \) steps, can be obtained by imposing a set of initial and/or final conditions on at least one phase. One such program, with all angles \( \Phi \) being given in degrees, is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step number</th>
<th>( \Phi_{25} )</th>
<th>( \Phi_{27} )</th>
<th>( \Phi_{29} )</th>
<th>( \Phi_{31} )</th>
<th>( \Phi_i )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>+90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>+90</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>+90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>+90</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>+90</td>
<td>+90</td>
<td>-90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>+90</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>+90</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>+90</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>+90</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>+90</td>
<td>-90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>+90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>+90</td>
<td>+90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>+90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In each of these phase-cycling programs, the response signal resulting from a latter excitation is (after reception and processing) subtracted from the response signal (already received and processed) from an earlier excitation. In the \( p=1 \) two-step program, the second response is acquired and subtracted from the acquired first response; since the phase-shift has no effect on the single-quantum coherences, their similar responses are substantially subtractively cancelled. Because even orders of multiple-quantum coherence are inverted by a 90° phase shift in the excitation subsequence, the response signals from spins which have gone though multiple-quantum coherence will combine when the earlier and latter response signals are subtracted. The use of phase-cycling programs having more than two differently phased subsequences is normally required to minimize pulse imperfection effects. I have used the above illustrated and similar phase-cycling programs, with up to \( p=6 \) (e.g., 64 steps), for obtaining multiple-quantum signal "filters"; having typical rejections of about 2500 times, and occasionally as high as 13,000 times, of adjacent water-based \(^1\)H response signals were obtained with \( p=5 \) (i.e., 32 steps) filter. It should be understood that longer programs, with \( p=9 \) or greater, can be calculated and used, if required.

The addition of a pair of pulse signals, such as provided by signal pulses 56 and 58, in that magnetic field gradient (here, gradient \( G_2 \)) along the central axis of the NMR system (here, the Z-axis) can be utilized to select the order \( N \) of the coherence to be evoked. The first magnetic field gradient pulse 56 is temporarily
positioned to occur at the end of the evolution interval but before the detection pulse 31; thus pulse 56 is temporally located between RF signal pulses 29 and 31. Pulse 56 commences with a leading edge 56a which occurs at a time $t_0$ later than the time $t_0$ at which the subsequence first RF signal pulse trailing edge 29b occurs. The first $G_2$ pulse terminates with a trailing edge 56b at a later time $t_{0}$, which occurs prior to the time $t_0$ at which the detection pulse leading edge 31a occurs. A second magnetic field gradient pulse 58 is temporally positioned to occur after the detection pulse 31 but before the beginning of the imaging sequence 22. Pulse 58 commences with a leading edge 58a which occurs at a time $t_{0}$ later than the time $t_0$ at the detection pulse trailing edge 31b occurs. The second $G_2$ pulse terminates with a trailing edge 58b at a later time $t_{0}$ which is prior to the time $t_0$ at which the main imaging sequence 22 commences. The amplitude-duration product of the second pulse 58 is N times greater than the amplitude-duration product of the first pulse 56; only spins with N-th quantum coherence will be detected, as all spins of other orders will be dephased.

While theoretically unnecessary, for a real NMR imaging system I have found helpful the addition of a matched pair of pulse signals, such as provided by signal pulses 60 and 62, in the central axis magnetic field gradient (e.g., gradient $G_2$ along the Z-axis) and symmetrically disposed about RF signal $n$ pulse 27. These pulses can be utilized to remove spurious magnetization and the like effects in the transverse (e.g., the X—Y) plane; such effects may be caused by the refocusing pulse 27 being other than perfectly rectangular or the like. Thus, the first $G_2$ pulse 60 has a leading edge 60a at a time $t_0$ later than the time $t_0$ at which the first n/2 pulse 25 ends, and has a trailing edge 60b at a time $t_0$ prior to the start of n pulse 27; pulse 60 thus has a duration of $(t_{0}-t_0)$. This is essentially the same duration as that of the second pulse 62, which has a leading edge 62a at a time $t_0$ later than the time $t_0$ at which n pulse 27 ends, and has a trailing edge 62b at a time $t_0$, prior to the start of the K - n/4 pulse 29. Both pulses 60 and 62 have essentially the same amplitude M.

Modulation of the non-single-quantum coherence may result in the attenuation, or even loss, of the signal from that coherence; the degree of attenuation varies, as previously indicated, as a function of the time relationships of pulses 25, 27 and 29. A refocusing effect, to form a non-single-quantum echo signal, can be provided during a time interval between the end of the non-single-quantum coherence generating portion of the subsequence (e.g., at the end of the K - n/4 pulse) and the subsequent imaging sequence. Advantageously, positioning of a refocusing pulse prior to the detection pulse allows the detection pulse to be applied at a time during the multiple quantum echo, so that the maximum amount of coherence can be detected. I have also found that, while not theoretically needed, or even essential to a practical utilization of the above-described processes, a refocusing n RF signal pulse 64 during the evolution time interval $T_e$ can rephase the non-single-quantum transitions so that the phase thereof at time $t_0$ is substantially the same as the phase at time $t_0$, thus removing a phase error which is dependent upon the excitation resonance frequency offsets. Thus, pulse 64 has a leading edge 64a at a time $t_0$, after the time $t_0$ at which the second n/2 pulse 29 of the subsequence ends, and has a trailing edge 64b at a time $t_0$, before the leading edge 31a of the detection pulse. The time interval $T_e$, between the refocusing pulse temporal midpoint 64c and the second pulse temporal midpoint 28c, is ideally one-half the time interval $T_e$ in the present embodiment, signal pulse 64 will have a phase substantially the same as the phase of the first rephasing pulse 27, although step-by-step variations in the phase of pulse signal 64 may be employed in some conceivable phase-cycling programs.

Referring now to Figures 5a and 5b, the normalized amount of double-quantum coherence (Figure 5a) and single-quantum coherence (Figure 5b) generated by a subsequence of

$$P_1(n/2+a) - n - T - P_2(n/2+b)$$

is graphed as a function of the rotational effect of the respective flip angle error (a) of pulse $P_1$ (graphed along ordinate 70) and flip angle error (b) of pulse $P_2$ (graphed along abscissa 71), where $T = 1/4J$. Thus, while the amount of double-quantum coherence is at a maximum (i.e., has a normalized amplitude of 1.0) for $P_1 = 90^\circ$ and $P_2 = 90^\circ$ (i.e., with $a = b = 0^\circ$, at point 72), the amplitude is not especially sensitive to moderate flip angle errors; a double-quantum coherence amplitude of not less than five-sixths (0.833...) is still obtained for all combinations of flip angles $P_1$ and $P_2$ on, or within, an inner-most contour 73a. Other contours 73b–73e are marked with the associated amplitude of double-quantum coherence; it will be seen that relatively large flip angle errors are required before the amplitude has decreased to 0.5. In Figure 5b, where the amplitude of the single-quantum coherence response signal is graphed for combinations of flip angle error a along ordinate 74 and flip angle error b along abscissa 75, it will be seen that the minimum (essentially zero) amplitude of single quantum coherence signal is obtained at center point 76a (with $P_1 = n/2 = 90^\circ$ and $P_2 = n/2 = 90^\circ$), where $a = b = 0^\circ$ and the double-quantum coherence signal is maximized. While minimum single-quantum coherence response is also obtained at other points 76b–76c, it will be seen that these four points all require the at least one, if not both, flip angles be either 0° or 180°, at which angles the associated amplitude of the double-quantum coherence response signal is essentially zero. The single-quantum coherence response signal amplitude contours 75a–75d illustrate that this response reaches a normalized maximum of only 0.5 at those points 75a–75d where one of the flip angles is 90° and the other flip angle is either 0° to 180°. There is no appreciable amount of zero-quantum coherence response signal generated by this subsequence.
Referring now to Figures 6a and 6b, the normalized amount of zero-quantum and double-quantum coherence (Figure 6a) and single-quantum coherence (Figure 6b) generated by a subsequence of

$$P_\text{r}(n/2+\alpha)-T-n-T-P_\text{r}(n/2+\beta),$$

where $P_\text{r}$ has been shifted by 90° in phase with respect to the phase of pulse $P_\text{r}$, is graphed as a function of the rotational effect of the respective flip angle error ($\alpha$) of pulse $P_\text{r}$ (graphed along ordinate 80) and flip angle error ($\beta$) of pulse $P_\text{r}$ (graphed along abscissa 81). The desired flip angles of $P_\text{r}=n/2=90°$ and, with $K=1$, $P_\text{r}=n/4=45°$ (or $P_\text{r}=3n/4=135°$) at points 82a-1 (or 82a-2) result in a normalized maximum of 0.8 of zero- and double-quantum coherence response signals. Unlike the

$$n/2-T-n-T-n/2$$

subsequence of Figures 5a and 5b (in which the phase of the second $n/2$ signal phase was equal to the phase of the second $n/2$ signal pulse), substantially equal amounts of zero-quantum and double-quantum coherence are generated by this

$$n/2-T-n-T-n/4$$

subsequence. Thus, the signal-to-noise ratio of a zero-quantum coherence response is one-half the signal-to-noise ratio of the corresponding double-quantum coherence response. Because zero-quantum transitions are not broadened by inhomogeneous magnetic fields, while all other types of coherences are broadened, homospoil pulses 56 (see Figure 4) can be used (e.g., after the $n/4$ pulse 29, with $K=1$) to destroy undesired single-quantum and multiple-quantum coherence response signals without substantially affecting the magnitude of the zero-quantum coherence response signals. Note the substantially zero magnitude of non-single-quantum coherence response signals generated along line 82a with the flip angle of the $P_\text{r}$ pulse being essentially equal to $n/2=90°$; the large oval patterns of contours 84a–84e indicated that relatively large errors in $P_\text{r}$ flip angle and somewhat smaller $\beta$ errors in flip angle $P_\text{r}$ can be easily tolerated without substantial decrease in the amplitude of the desired non-single-quantum coherence response signal. The single-quantum coherence response signal produced by this subsequence is, as illustrated in Figure 6b where flip angle error $\alpha$ is plotted along ordinate 85 and flip angle error $\beta$ is plotted along abscissa 86, of essentially zero amplitude at the expected points 87a-1 and 87a-2 (the points, with $P_\text{r}=n/2$ and $P_\text{r}=n/4$ or $3n/4$, at which the non-single-quantum coherence response signal amplitude is maximum), and also along the entirety of a zero amplitude line 87a and at points 87a-2 and 87a-3.

The single-quantum coherence response signal is at an absolute normalized maximum, of amplitude 0.707..., at point 88a, and has relative maxima, with amplitude 0.5, at a pair of points 88b and 88c.

Referring now to Figures 7a and 7b, the practical benefits of the above-described methods can be seen for images acquired on a research NMR system with a 1.5 Tesla main static magnetic field and using the phase-manipulative apparatus of the aforementioned co-pending application. Each excitation at one of the 20 different subsequence phase combinations generates a multiple-quantum coherence which is either in-phase or anti-phase; data collected for each in-phase response is added to a first data buffer, while data collected for each anti-phase response is added to a second buffer. Adding the contents of the two buffers preserves the single-quantum coherent signals and cancels those signals having multiple-quantum coherence phase characteristics. Subtraction of the contents of the two buffers suppresses the single-quantum response signals and retains the multiple-quantum components.

A pair of phantoms were created; the first phantom is a vial containing colored (CuSO$_4$-doped) water and the second phantom is a polyethylene bottle approximately one-half full of a lipid simulant (light machine oil). The phantoms were imaged with a spin-warp pulse sequence preceded by a multiple-quantum-filter subsequence with the pair of MQC pulses 25 and 29, the refocusing pulse 27 and the detection pulse 31. A coupling constant $J$ of 10 Hz, was assumed, resulting an interpulse delay $T$ of about 25 milliseconds; a delay time interval $T_\text{d}$ of about 35 milliseconds was used in both the spin-warp imaging sequence. A sequence repetition time interval $T_\text{r}$ of 600 milliseconds was used. The simplest two-step ($p=1$) phase cycle was also used.

In Figure 7a, the photographed summation image shows information obtained from spins exhibiting single-quantum coherence. An image 91 appears of the uncoupled spins in the water phantom. Since the oil is comprised of nuclei with both coupled and uncoupled spins, an oil image 92 appears in this photograph. The water image is seen to be much more intense, as the number of non-coupled spins in the oil sample is relatively small. The difference image of Figure 7b shows that, when only the coupled spins are filtered for display, the water images 93 substantially disappears (being suppressed here by a factor in excess of 100), while the oil image 94 is just as apparent, if not more so.

Referring to Figure 7c, a photograph is shown of the multiple-quantum-filtered image of a transverse section through the forearm of a healthy adult volunteer. The experiment conditions are similar, with an increased $T_\text{d}$ of 1000 milliseconds, to the conditions used for Figures 7a and 7b. The sum image 95 clearly shows the additive responses from both the non-coupled water in the muscle portion and the fat content; in the difference image 96, the single-quantum water response signals have been rejected and substantially only the multiple-quantum lipid and bone-marrows response signals contribute to the viewable information.
Claims

1. A method for suppressing undesired response signals in nuclear magnetic (resonance (NMR) imaging while obtaining desired NMR signals receivable from a sample containing nuclei which are spin-coupled to one another, comprising the steps of:
   (a) evoking a NMR response signal from the sample responsive to an excitation signal sequence for the NMR imaging;
   (b) preceding each NMR excitation signal sequence with a signal subsequence predeterminately selected for generating at least one selected zero-quantum or multiple-quantum coherence of the spin populations of a selected coupled-spin system in the sample;
   (c) providing at least one detection signal in the subsequence for converting the at least one selected coherence into a desired NMR response signal receivable from the sample, while simultaneously substantially decreasing the final response amplitude of at least one single-quantum coherence signal present in the total response signal from the sample; and
   (d) generating an image of the sample responsive to the at least one selected coherence.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein step (b) includes the steps of: generating a first RF magnetic field pulse signal having a substantially 90° duration; and generating a second RF magnetic field pulse signal having a duration of K \cdot 45°, where K is a positive integer greater than zero; providing a time interval, between the temporal midpoints of the 90° pulse signal and the K \cdot 45° pulse signal, substantially equal to 2T, where T is substantially equal to N/(4J), N is a positive odd integer and J is the spin-spin coupling constant of the spin system desired; and step (c) comprises the step of: providing the detection signal as a RF magnetic field pulse signal of substantially 90° duration, having a temporal midpoint occurring at a detection time interval T_q substantially equal to 1/(2J) after the temporal midpoint of the K \cdot 45° pulse signal.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the response-signal-evoking NMR sequence of step (a) utilizes a slice-selective RF magnetic field pulse signal; and further comprising the step of positioning the temporal midpoint of the slice-selective RF pulse signal at a time interval of nT=q+(1/2J), where N and q are each a positive integer, after the temporal midpoint of the detection signal.

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising the step of providing the slice-selective RF signal as a sinc-modulated RF carrier signal.

5. The method of claim 2, further comprising the step of providing a refocusing RF pulse signal of substantially 180° duration and having a temporal midpoint substantially midway between the temporal midpoints of the first and second RF pulse signals.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein responses from a zero-quantum coherence are to be obtained, and further comprising the step of establishing the integer K=1 to cause the second RF pulse signal to have a substantially 45° duration.

7. The method of claim 6, further comprising the step of providing all of the first, second, refocusing and detection RF pulse signals in the essential absence of a magnetic field gradient in the static magnetic field of the NMR system.

8. The method of claim 5, wherein responses from a multiple-quantum coherence are to be obtained, and further comprising the step of establishing the integer K=2 to cause the second RF pulse signal to have a substantially 90° duration.

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising the step of providing all of the first, second, refocusing and detection RF pulse signals in the essential absence of a magnetic field gradient in the static magnetic field of the NMR system.

10. The method of claim 8, further comprising the steps of: providing first and second pulse signals in the gradient magnetic field in a direction parallel to the static magnetic field of the NMR system; providing the first magnetic field gradient pulse signal both with a first product of the amplitude and duration thereof, and also with temporal position to occur after the second RF pulse signal and prior to the detection RF pulse signal; and providing the second magnetic field gradient pulse signal with both an amplitude - duration product which is N times as great as the amplitude - duration product of the first magnetic field gradient pulse signal, where N is a multiple-quantum order integer greater than 1, and with temporal position to occur after the detection RF signal pulse and prior to the commencement of the NMR sequence.

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising the steps of: providing first and second additional magnetic field gradient pulse signals in the direction parallel to the system static magnetic field; providing each additional gradient pulse signal with substantially the same amplitude M; causing the first additional pulse signal to occur after the first RF pulse signal and before the refocusing RF pulse signal and with a temporal midpoint at a time T_q prior to the refocusing pulse temporal midpoint; and causing the second additional pulse signal to occur after the refocusing RF pulse signal and before the second RF pulse signal and with a temporal midpoint at the same time T_q after the temporal midpoint of the refocusing pulse.

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising the step of providing a second refocusing pulse RF signal of substantially 180° duration and having a temporal midpoint occurring at a time T_q essentially midway between the temporal midpoints of the second and detection RF pulse signals.

13. The method of claim 10, further comprising the step of providing a second refocusing 180° RF pulse signal of substantially 180° duration and having a temporal midpoint occurring at a time T_q essentially...
midway between the temporal midpoints of the second and detection RF pulse signals.

14. The method of claim 8, further comprising the steps of: providing first and second additional magnetic field gradient pulse signals in a direction parallel to the system static magnetic field; providing each additional gradient pulse signal with substantially the same amplitude M; causing the first additional pulse signal to occur after the first RF pulse signal and before the refocussing RF pulse signal and with a temporal midpoint at a time \( T_p \) prior to the refocussing pulse temporal midpoint; and causing the second additional pulse signal to occur after the refocussing RF pulse signal and before the second RF pulse signal and with a temporal midpoint at the same time \( T_p \) after the temporal midpoint of the refocussing pulse.

15. The method of claim 14, further comprising the step of providing a second refocussing RF pulse signal of substantially 180° duration and having a temporal midpoint occurring at a time \( T_p \) essentially midway between the temporal midpoints of the second and detection RF pulse signals.

16. The method of claim 8, further comprising the step of providing a second refocussing RF pulse signal of substantially 180° duration and having a temporal midpoint occurring at a time \( T_p \) essentially midway between the temporal midpoints of the second and detection RF pulse signals.

17. The method of claim 2, further comprising the step of: repeating the subsequence-sequance steps for a plurality \( n \), where \( p \) is a positive integer greater than zero, of different combinations of phases, relative to a reference phase, of the first and second RF pulses and the phase of the response signal as evoked from the sample but prior to detection, with each phase being shifted by respective amounts \( \phi_p \) and \( \phi_n \) in a predetermined pattern selected to substantially cancel at least one single-quantum response signal in the detected sample response.

18. The method of claim 16, wherein \( p \) is less than 10.

19. The method of claim 2, further comprising the steps of: varying the phases of at least one of the excitation subsequence signals, including the detection signal, and the received response signal; and manipulating the varied phases to cause a single-quantum coherence signal to be substantially cancelled while simultaneously causing constructive addition of the received response signal components associated with the selected one of the zero-quantum coherence and multiple-quantum coherence.

20. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of: varying the phases of at least one of the excitation subsequence signals, including the detection signal, and the received response signal; and manipulating the varied phases to cause a single-quantum coherence signal to be substantially cancelled while simultaneously causing constructive addition of the received response signal components associated with the selected one of the zero-quantum coherence and multiple-quantum coherence.

**Patentansprüche**

1. Verfahren zum Unterdrücken unerwünschter Antwortsignale in der Kern- Spin-Resonanz (NMR)—Bildgebung während des Erhalts erwünschter NMR-Signale, die von einer Probe empfangen werden können, die Kerne enthalten, die miteinander durch Spin gekoppelt sind, enthaltend die Schritte:
   (a) Lösung eines NMR Antwortsignals von der Probe (Sample) als Antwort auf eine Anregungssignalsequence für die NMR Bildgebung,
   (b) Voranstellen jeder NMR Anregungssignalsequence mit einer Signaluntersequenz, die in vorbestimmter Weise zur Erzeugung wenigstens einer gewählten Null-Quanten- oder Vielfach-Quanten-Kohärenz der Spinnpopulationen von einem gewählten Spin-gekoppelten System in der Probe gewählt ist,
   (c) Lieferung wenigstens eines Detektionsignals in der Untersequenz zum Umwandeln von wenigstens einer gewählten Kohärenz in ein gewünschtes NMR Antwortsignal, das aus der Probe empfangbar ist, während gleichzeitig die letzte Anwortamplitude von wenigstens einem Ein-Quanten-Kohärenzsignal wesentlich verkleinert wird, das in dem gesamten Antwortsignal von der Probe vorhanden ist, und
   (d) Generieren eines Bildes der Probe als Antwort auf die wenigstens eine gewählte Kohärenz.


3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Antwortsignale-NMR Lösesequenz gemäß Schritt (a) ein Scheiben-selektives HF Magnetfeld-PulsSignal verwendet, und wobei ferner der zeitliche Mittelpunkt des Scheiben-selektiven HF-PulsSignals an einem Zeitintervall von nT = q - 1/(2J), wobei N und q jeweils eine positive ganze Zahl sind, nach dem zeitlichen Mittelpunkt des Detektionsignals positioniert wird.


5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei ferner ein refokussierendes HF PulsSignal von im wesentlichen
180° Dauer ausgebildet wird, das einen zeitlichen Mittelpunkt im wesentlichen an der Mitte zwischen den zeitlichen Mittelpunkten der ersten und zweiten HF Pulssignale hat.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, wobei die Antworten von der Null-Quanten-Kohärenz zu erhalten sind und ferner die ganze Zahl \( K = 1 \) ausgebildet wird, damit das zweite HF Pulssignal eine Dauer von im wesentlichen 45° hat.


12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 11, wobei ferner ein zweites refokussierendes HF Pulssignal mit einer Dauer von im wesentlichen 180° und mit einem zeitlichen Mittelpunkt ausgebildet wird, der zu einer Zeit \( T_e \) im wesentlichen in der Mitte zwischen den zeitlichen Mittelpunkten der zweiten und detektierenden HF-Pulssignale auftritt.

13. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, wobei ferner ein zweites refokussierendes 180° HF Pulssignal mit einer Dauer von im wesentlichen 180° und mit einem zeitlichen Mittelpunkt ausgebildet wird, der zu einer Zeit \( T_e \) im wesentlichen in der Mitte zwischen den zeitlichen Mittelpunkten der zweiten und detektierenden HF-Pulssignale auftritt.


15. Verfahren nach Anspruch 14, wobei ein zweites refokussierendes HF Pulssignal mit einer Dauer von im wesentlichen 180° und mit einem zeitlichen Mittelpunkt ausgebildet wird, der an einer Zeit \( T_e \) im wesentlichen in der Mitte zwischen den zeitlichen Mittelpunkten der zweiten und detektierenden HF-Pulssignale auftritt.

16. Verfahren nach Anspruch 8, wobei ein zweites refokussierendes HF Pulssignal mit einer Dauer von im wesentlichen 180° und mit einem zeitlichen Mittelpunkt ausgebildet wird, der an einer Zeit \( T_e \) im wesentlichen in der Mitte zwischen den zeitlichen Mittelpunkten der zweiten und detektierenden HF-Pulssignale auftritt.

17. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Untersequenz-Sequenz-Schritte für eine Anzahl \( 2^p \) wiederholt werden, wobei \( p \) eine positive ganze Zahl größer als Null, von verschiedenen Kombinationen von Phasen, relativ zu einer Referenzfrequenz, der ersten und zweiten HF Pulse und der Phase des Antwortsignals, wie es von der Probe gelöst ist, aber vor der Detektion, wobei jede Phase um einen entsprechenden Betrag \( \Phi_1, \Phi_2 \) und \( \Phi_3 \) in einem vorbestimmten Muster verschoben ist, das so gewählt ist, daß wenigstens ein Ein-Quantum-Antwortsignal in der detektierten Sample-Antwort im Wesentlichen ausgelöscht wird.

18. Verfahren nach Anspruch 16, wobei \( p \) kleiner als 10 ist.


Revendications

1. Procédé de suppression de signaux de réponse indésirés en formation d’image par résonance magnétique nucléaire (RMN) tout en obtenant des signaux RMN désirés recevables à partir d’un échantillon contenant des noyaux à spins couplés les uns aux autres, comprenant les étapes suivantes:

(a) provoquer un signal de réponse RMN à partir de l’échantillon en réponse à une séquence de signaux d’excitation pour la formation d’image RMN;
(b) faire précéder chaque séquence de signaux d’excitation RMN d’une sous-séquence de signaux choisis de façon prédéterminée pour produire au moins l’une de populations de spins à cohérence quantique nulle ou à cohérence à plusieurs quanta d’un système choisi à spins couplés de l’échantillon;
(c) prévoir au moins un signal de détection dans la sous-séquence pour convertir ladite au moins une cohérence choisie en un signal de réponse de RMN désiré recevable à partir de l’échantillon, tandis que l’on réduit sensiblement simultanément l’amplitude de réponse finale d’au moins un signal de cohérence à un seul quantum présent dans le signal de réponse total provenant de l’échantillon; et
(d) produire une image de l’échantillon en réponse à ladite au moins une cohérence choisie.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’étape (b) comprend les étapes suivantes: produire un premier signal en impulsion de champ magnétique RF ayant une durée de sensiblement 90°; produire un second signal en impulsion de champ magnétique RF ayant une durée de K - 45°, ou K est un entier positif non nul; prévoir un intervalle de temps entre les points milieux temporels du signal en impulsion à 90° et du signal en impulsion à K - 45 sensiblement égal à 2T, où T est sensiblement égal N/4(n), N est un entier positif impair et J est la constante de couplage spin-spin du système de spin désiré; et l’étape (c) comprend l’étape suivante: prévoir le signal de détection en tant que signal en impulsion de champ magnétique RF d’une durée de sensiblement 90°, ayant un point milieu temporel survenant à un intervalle de temps de détection T2 sensiblement égal à 1/(2J) après le point milieu temporel du signal en impulsion à K - 45°.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel la séquence RMN provoquant un signal de réponse de l’étape (a) utilise un signal en impulsion de champ magnétique RF sélectif d’une tranche; et comprenant en outre l’étape temporel du signal en impulsion RF sélectif d’une tranche à un intervalle de temps de nT=q+(1/2J), où N et q sont chacun un entier positif, après le point milieu temporel du signal de détection.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3, comprenant en outre l’étape consistant à fournir le signal RF de sélection d’une tranche en tant que signal de porteuse RF modulée en sin x/x.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 2, comprenant en outre l’étape consistant à fournir un signal en impulsions RF de refocalisation d’une durée de sensiblement 180° et ayant un point milieu temporel sensiblement à mi-chemin entre les points milieux temporels des premier et second signaux en impulsions RF.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 5, dans lequel les réponses en provenance de la cohérence quantique nulle doivent être obtenues et comprenant en outre l’étape consistant à établir l’entier K=1 pour amener le second signal en impulsion RF à avoir une durée de sensiblement 45°.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 6, comprenant en outre l’étape consistant à fournir les signaux en impulsions RF premier, second, de refocalisation et de détection pratiquement en l’absence d’un gradient de champ magnétique dans le champ magnétique statique du système de RMN.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 5, dans lequel les réponses en provenance d’une cohérence à plusieurs quanta doivent être obtenues et comprenant en outre l’étape consistant à établir l’entier K=2 pour amener le second signal en impulsion RF à avoir une durée de sensiblement 90°.

9. Procédé selon la revendication 8, comprenant en outre l’étape consistant à prévoir le signaux en impulsions RF premier, second, de refocalisation et de détection sensiblement en l’absence d’un gradient de champ magnétique RF dans le champ magnétique statique du système de RMN.

10. Procédé selon la revendication 8, comprenant en outre les étapes consistant à prévoir des premier et second signaux en impulsions dans le champ magnétique de gradient dans une direction parallèle au champ magnétique statique du système de RMN; prévoir le premier signal en impulsion de gradient de champ magnétique avec un premier produit amplitude · durée et également avec une position temporelle qui survient après le second signal en impulsion RF et avant le signal en impulsion RF de détection; et prévoir le second signal en impulsion de gradient de champ magnétique avec un produit amplitude · durée qui est N fois plus grand que le produit amplitude · durée du premier signal en impulsion de gradient de...
champ magnétique, où N est un entier d'ordre quantique multiple supérieur à 1, et avec une position temporelle qui survient après l'impulsion de signal RF de détection et avant le début de la séquence RMN.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 10, comprenant en outre les étapes suivantes : prévoir des premier et second signaux en impulsions de gradient de champ magnétique supplémentaires dans une direction parallèle au champ magnétique statique du système ; prévoir chaque signal en impulsion de gradient supplémentaire avec sensiblement la même amplitude M ; amener le premier signal en impulsion supplémentaire à survenir après le premier signal en impulsion RF et avant le signal en impulsion RF de refocalisation et avec un point milieu temporel à un instant Tp antérieur au point milieu temporel de l'impulsion de refocalisation ; et amener le second signal en impulsion supplémentaire à survenir après le signal en impulsion RF de refocalisation et avant le second signal en impulsion RF et avec un point milieu temporel aux mêmes instants Tp après le point milieu temporel de l'impulsion de refocalisation.

12. Procédé selon la revendication 11, comprenant en outre l'étape consistant à prévoir un second signal RF en impulsion de refocalisation d'une durée de sensiblement 180° et ayant un point milieu temporel survenant à un instant Tp sensiblement à mi-chemin entre les points milieux temporels du second signal en impulsion RF et du signal en impulsion RF de détection.

13. Procédé selon la revendication 10, comprenant en outre l'étape consistant à prévoir un second signal en impulsion RF à 180° de refocalisation d'une durée de sensiblement 180° et ayant un point milieu temporel survenant à un instant Tp sensiblement à mi-chemin entre les points milieux temporels du second signal en impulsion RF et du signal en impulsion RF de détection.

14. Procédé selon la revendication 8, comprenant en outre les étapes suivantes : prévoir des premier et second signaux en impulsions de gradient de champ magnétique supplémentaires dans une direction parallèle au champ magnétique statique du système ; prévoir chaque signal en impulsion de gradient supplémentaire avec sensiblement la même amplitude M ; amener le premier signal en impulsion supplémentaire à survenir après le premier signal en impulsion RF et avant le signal en impulsion RF de refocalisation, et avec un point milieu temporel à un instant Tp antérieur au point milieu temporel de l'impulsion de refocalisation ; et amener le second signal en impulsion supplémentaire à survenir après le signal en impulsion RF de refocalisation et avant le second signal en impulsion RF et avec un point milieu temporel au même instant Tp après le point milieu temporel de l'impulsion de refocalisation.

15. Procédé selon la revendication 14, comprenant en outre l'étape consistant à prévoir un second signal en impulsion RF de refocalisation d'une durée de sensiblement 180° et ayant un point milieu temporel survenant à un instant Tp sensiblement à mi-chemin entre les points milieux temporels du second signal en impulsion RF et du signal en impulsion RF de détection.

16. Procédé selon la revendication 8, comprenant en outre l'étape consistant à prévoir un second signal en impulsion RF de refocalisation d'une durée de sensiblement 180° ayant un point milieu temporel survenant à un instant Tp sensiblement à mi-chemin entre les points milieux temporels du second signal en impulsion RF et du signal en impulsion RF de détection.

17. Procédé selon la revendication 2, comprenant en outre les étapes consistant à : répéter les étapes de sous-séquence/séquence pendant une pluralité de 2e combinaisons différentes de phases par rapport à une phase de référence des première et seconde impulsions RF et de la phase du signal de réponse telle que provoquée par l'échantillon avant la détection, p étant un entier positif non nul, et chaque phase étant décalée de quantités respectives φ1, φ2 et φp selon un motif sélectionné prédéterminé pour annuler sensiblement au moins un signal de réponse à un seul quantum dans la réponse détectée de l'échantillon.

18. Procédé selon la revendication 16, ou p est inférieur à 10.

19. Procédé selon la revendication 2, comprenant en outre les étapes suivantes : faire varier les phases d'au moins un des signaux de la sous-séquence d'excitation, incluant le signal de détection et le signal de réponse reçu, et manipuler les phases modifiées pour amener un signal de cohérence à un seul quantum à être sensiblement annihilé tandis que l'on provoque simultanément une addition constructive des composantes du signal de réponse reçu associées à celle choisie de la cohérence quantique nulle et de la cohérence à plusieurs quanta.

20. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre les étapes suivantes : faire varier les phases d'au moins un des signaux de la sous-séquence d'excitation, incluant le signal de détection et le signal de réponse reçu, et manipuler les phases modifiées pour amener un signal de cohérence à un seul quantum à être sensiblement annihilé tandis que l'on provoque simultanément une addition constructive des composantes du signal de réponse reçu associées à celle choisie de la cohérence quantique nulle et de la cohérence à plusieurs quanta.